MORCELLATOR

MANUFACTURE WARNING:
THE DEVICE KNOWN AS A MORCELLATOR SPREADS INFECTION,
DISEASE AND CANCER. DO NOT USE WITHOUT PRIOR PROPER
AND COMPLETE PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS.
IN FEMALES THE CONDITIONS THAT ARE SPREAD INCLUDE:
LIEOMYOSARCOMA, LIEOMYOTATOSIS, ENDOMETERIAL CANCER,
OVARIAN CANCER, TUBAL CANCER, ENDOMETEROSIS, FIBROIDS,
ADENOMYOSIS, and INFECTIONS OF ANY FORM INCLUDING TB and
ALL STDs.

USE OF THIS DEVICE IS CONTRAINDICATED
WITH ANY DISEASE PRESENT
This is a formal position paper by Dr. Vikki Hufnagel, MD.
The intention of this paper is to seek proper enforcement and
investigation into the development, marketing and sales of
the device and stop its current use and put those responsible
for the death of females in prison. Use of these devices must
stop by regulatory agencies until there is a proper review.

The world of gynecology existed before the morcellator was created. We can be without
it while the issues are being investigated. At this time to continue its use means we are
killing and causing harm to females which did not exist before the use of the
morcellator.
Ethicon, Storz, and Wolf all have made a device that harms women. They sold the
device to women through fraud and intentional misrepresentation. Women were lead to
believe this was fast means of operation that did not require hospitalization stay and
that had no complications. These were all lies and there has been no proper informed
consent. The manufactures are responsible for not protecting the female patients.
Warnings and protocols for the device use are under the mandate of the manufacture.
However in the history of this device the manufacture ignored safety of the female for
the creation of a marketing program to sell millions upon millions. Investors were lead to
believe this was a flawless instrument and its use was flawless. Thus, investors were
duped to invest in a promotional lie that would kill females. The SEC and FTC must take
immediate action on behalf the American Economy.
This is a massive financial fraud that has taken place in America. This has also
caused economic crisis in Europe. It is the concepts of FREEDOM OF SPEECH and
reverence for life (life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness) is our foundation and has
brought forth fighters for the truth in America. We as Americans have been a beacon for
truth and must continue this ongoing fight. The memos that the FBI will uncover will
show that the creation of the morcellator was marketed KNOWING it would harm and
kill women. This needs to become known to the world. Money cannot pay for the loss
of one female life. The loss of a wife, mother and grandmother is too much pain to
endure for any family by the greed of a corporation to lie and push a device that has
limitations and the manufactures all knew the limitations and spent time and money to
cover them up with its sales campaign.
There is no error in these wrongs. This is just like Nestlé’s sending formula to Africa
that could not sustain life of infants and killed 100,000 s infants. This is no different.
FTC, SEC and FBI need to get all of the documents and you will find the paper trail and
end this tragic mayhem attack on females by greed.
As a student of ethics and gynecology I have repeatedly shown these abuse to
enforcement. In 1995 I demanded a hearing before the FDA on issues covering Female
Health the witnesses to that meeting are alive and I stated and showed that the
morcellator needed to be a different design and that a PROTOCOL was needed to
prevent disease spread and death. I sent a FOIA over 30 days ago and none of my
files have been provided to me by the FDA. All those who invested in these devices
need to come forth with the documents sent them to get their money. All the claims
need to be reviewed. I also ask that the marketing companies for these devices be
investigated as well. America is unaware of how much money is spent in marketing of
medical devices (medications, procedures etc.) to create a market and desire of need

created in the public to have these products. How many celebrities have given their face
and name to sell items without informed consent? How many times do women need to
see Suzanne Sommers selling hormones to women while she had a hysterectomy and
got breast cancer and no one on television questioned her and what she was making on
the deals. It is time to wake up AMERICA and end the psychopathic need to be
liars and cheats and WOLVES of Wall Street.
Morcellation has been SOLD to women, to surgeons who promote it and to hospitals
who promote it without reflection and abandoning everything they learned in medical
school, residency and fellowship.
The rule for non-contamination NEVER changes. You keep tissue isolated. You
remove it without spillage. NO SPILLING is the rule. When you take out tissue you also
take out a margin beyond it to not leave disease behind. These are steadfast rules.
Yet morcellation chops up everything into small particles and sends them spinning fast
and throwing them about the pelvic cavity. The speed increases the action of insertion
into other tissue that they land on. Morcellation spreads disease. The small particles
seed more disease and the speed of the blade is shooting the tissue as a projectile to
implant into other tissue to be able to grow.
No one in the corporate medical world does not know the rules for prevention of disease
spread. The reality is that at the leadership level the decision was made to create these
devices and sell them for the fact they are fast and can reduce hospitalization costs.
Marketing was focused as deaths took place to lie to the public and create stories
like you can NEVER know if a sarcoma exists. As a bioethics student I have learned
and shown for decades that one creates Protocol to prevent problems. The corporations
had this duty to create WARNINGS and protocols. None of them did this because it
would detract from their intentional lies about safety.

Conclusion:
1/Suspend the marketing and use immediately of morcellators
2/Stop all sales of stock in these corporations until a resolution is created for the
massive harm done
3/FDA is late and has not sent me documents of the 1995 meeting nor all the MED
WATCH complaints I have filed
4/Notification of RICCO and other crimes by corporations with the ACOG
5/Confirm by email to me you have this complaint to all agents sent to SEC, FTC, FBI
FINRA, BBB, OIG, CA Attorney General, Ca Dept. of Affairs, and FDA
If I do not receive this I will resend and post non response on DrVikki.com
A section on that site is being developed for MORECELATION

6/The ACOG needs to be investigated in this case for it supported this product knowing
it would kill women. There have to be money payments and kickbacks that have taken
place. I am able to inform on the fact of how the ACOG does this and how
enforcement can track this. Please set up a consultation time on this important
matter.

This document is being provided to the public, media and press.
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